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Reinterpreting America:
Liberty or Slavery?

America’s
Unfinished
Civil War

White Supremacy
Noose at U.S. Capitol
January 6, 2021

“If we are to have another
[civil war], I predict that the
dividing line will not be
Mason and Dixon’s, but
between patriotism and
intelligence on the one side,
and superstition, ambition,
and ignorance on the other.”

Ulysses S.
Grant
President after
Lincoln’s
Assassination
After the Civil
War, he faced
multiple
insurrections by
Confederates
from the South

Barbara Jordan
What the people
want is very simple:
They want an
America as good as its
promise.

BLAME VS. RESPONSIBILITY
• No one alive is to be blamed for the
creation of the system of White
Supremacy but we all bear the
responsibility for ending it.
• Blame is an unhealthy response.
• Responsibility is the healthy response.

Divided Country?
• The country is not divided.

White People are divided over
the choice of Chaos or
Community, the question that Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. asked.

• White supremacy and democracy
are incompatible.

• White supremacist norms are

reinforced by many euphemisms
the media uses to avoid saying
“White People” to continue
invisibilizing the ideology

Developing Racial Courage

 Without intentional work to end white supremacy,
it continues to exist and get reinforced

 We must be less judgmental and avoid becoming
the “blame-and-shame” gang calling each other
out

 If given opportunities to learn and have

forgiveness for our mistakes, everyone could
practice meaningful conversations about diverse
identities from the first day and throughout the
learning process

Good Intentions are Not
Enough
 Must unlearn unconscious habits in
addressing differences that can do more
harm than good, no matter how good our
intentions are
 Lack of transparency and active secrecy on
“difficult” issues creates confusion and
divisions between white students and
students of color
 Assumes that “race issues” are only for
students of color to learn; “gender issues”
are only for female students to learn;
“disability issues” are only for students who
are disabled to learn, “queer issues” for
gender non-conforming students, etc.

Doing the Right Thing the
Wrong Way
 Excluding people from conversations

based on identity can backfire if not
handled ahead of a crisis (problematic
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion training)

 May leave white students to bring their
questions to students of color

 Goal is to foster innate empathy that is a
useful leadership skill, but also builds
healthier relationships in life

The Calling In
Continuum
1. Calling Out
2. Calling On
3. Calling In

How is Calling Out Toxic?

 Replicates the prison system of punishment
 Creates a discouraging atmosphere for learning
 Frightens others into not speaking up to tell








their truths
Drives people away from the teamwork
Disguises privilege while weaponizing “woke”
language
Makes accountability difficult
Increases harm rather than healing
Devalues people’s lived experiences
Isolates people rather than unifying them
Creates a culture of cynicism and hopelessness

What is Calling In?
 An opportunity for self-reflection,
apology, repair, and changed behavior
 Remembering the broader context
 Staying calm and asking for
clarifications
 Using active, loving listening practices
 Expressing gratitude for shared
learning opportunity to be better
together

How to Do It?
• Calling in is a Call-Out done with radical love and respect to achieve
accountability
• Giving each other the benefit of the doubt
• Working to acknowledge that diverse people are on the same team
and will have differences of opinion
• An emerging practice that recognizes what matters most: we must
invest in each other for mutual growth and benefit

Everyone Wants to Be:

Heard

Valued

Liked

Respected

Appreciated

When Call-Outs are Good or Bad
• Not based on membership in a particular
race, class, disability, citizenship, or gender
identity
• Everybody makes mistakes. How we handle
them matter
• If people make mistakes and are offered
chances to do better – AND DON’T – this
may be a call-out time
• If people make mistakes and offered a
chance to do better and want to do better,
this is a CALLING IN time
• Defining harms vs. discomfort
• How to handle getting called out on social
media

• Need accurate threat assessments
• Goal is to become a CALLING IN
CHAMPION, not a CALLING OUT
problem
• I’m inviting you to think about that
differently
• Learning to live a joyful but imperfect life
• The importance of guarding your own
integrity and determining how you want
to walk in the world
• Not to swallow the hurt but to call
someone in, which takes courage
• Dealing with haters and trolls

How to Be a Calling In
Champion
• Stay calm
• Ask for clarification
• Don’t assume ill intent
• Give others benefit of the doubt
• Forgive mistakes
• Appreciate learning together

Avoid “us” vs. “them” mentality
Focus on self/motives

RE-THINKING
CALLING OUT

Prioritize strategy
Envision outcomes
Build collaboration
Avoid shame and ousting as punishment
Value relationships

What is Calling Out?
Criticizing others’ social justice perspectives
while not self-critical of one’s own

Publicly using knowledge as a weapon against
others

Banishing others because they are not “woke”
enough

Using social activism to boost one’s ego, or
standing in community

Using trauma to claim moral superiority
Seeking political purity of opinions through
shaming, ideological bullying

7 Stages of Calling Out/Cancel Culture
Magnification by Natalie Wynn
• Presumption of Guilt
• Abstraction
• Essentialism
• Pseudo-Moralism/Intellectualism
• Unforgiveability/Unforgettability
• Contamination/Infection of
Others
• Dualism/False Binaries

When You Are Called In or Out
 Time feels like forever when you’re shocked
 Sometimes when we say we’re hurting too we are not believed
 Recognize that some call-outs are justified, but not all
 How and when they occur matters
 Provides an opportunity for self-reflection and growth
 Can be used as a chance to call the other person in

Why Do People Call Out?
• End harm or abuse
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To be heard and respected
Respond to harm
Draw attention to invisible or unmarked situations by validating people’s pain
Show off knowledge and gain respect
Establish superiority over another
Seek positive attention
Define the “in” crowd

When You Get Called In or Out
• Effective apologies require accepting responsibility, offering repair and rebuild,

and changing behaviors

• Honesty is risky but often rewarding
• Understand the difference between intent and impact
• Remember how it feels before you call someone else out

What is Calling In?








Calling In is a Call-out done with radical
love to achieve accountability
Giving each other the benefit of the
doubt
Working to acknowledge that diverse
people are on the same team and will
have differences of opinion
Remembering the broader context
Using active, loving listening practices
Expresses gratitude for shared learning
opportunity to be better together

Calling IN Begins With
Self-Assessment
 Analyze how you feel and why you want to call




in
Are you in a healed-enough space for a difficult
conversation?
Accept that you don’t have the power to change
others, but can only offer love and respect
You may still disagree, but that’s okay because
people have the right to different opinions
Can you forgive yourself for your previous
mistakes?

Sample Roles in Calling In
• Survivor

• Witness/Reflector

• Advocate

• Abuser

• Intervener

• Common Ground Builder

• Healer

• Question Asker

• Bridge Builder

• Truth Seeker/Fact Finder

• Bystander

• Documenter

Understanding
Calling In
 Goal is to decrease harm over time
 Not the job of victims/survivors to teach; must
be voluntary
 Separate a person’s values from their
behaviors

 Be comfortable with being uncomfortable as a
bridge builder

 Accept that people are diverse with differing
opinions, experiences

 There is a “woke” scale but it’s not a “woke”
competition

 Understand the difference between

problematic allies and opponents. Allies with
issues are not enemies.

 Let go of what you cannot control – no

Superpower to magically change other people

Interrupting a Call Out
Center
Speak Up

Center yourself in your love practices so you can remain calm
Speak up through your discomfort

• Center

Remind

Remind people of their human rights values and needs for each other

Check

Check emotional temperature of room to enlist others to build joy and
love

Redirect

Redirect conversation back to the agenda

Have

Have individual conversations with people who are called out, or
calling out others

Help

Help people identify problematic behaviors with specifics for change

Make

Make a plan for future conversations

Avoiding Call Outs by Calling In
• Think through the decision to declare war
on someone’s life or character
• Choices have consequences we should be
able to look straight in the eye without
shame
• We can control our opinion of ourselves
when we choose honesty over deception or
compassion over shaming
• The relationship that most matters is the one
with our own integrity

Start Up Sentences for Calling In
“When you said ______, I didn’t understand what you meant. Do you have time for us to talk about this
more (now or at another time)?”
“I was wondering why the conversation became tense at this moment. Can we stop and investigate this?”
“I’ve noticed that most people aren’t speaking up? Can we slow down to go around the circle to get
everyone’s opinions?”
“I want to revisit something that felt like disrespect to me, and I’m sure you didn’t mean that. May we talk
some more?”
“When you used that word, I’m not sure what you meant. Can you tell me more?”
“Would anyone else like to share their views now?”
“What are we missing here? Is there something we should examine more closely?”

Practicing Calling In
• Seek mentorships; few things are that original that someone else
has not experienced them
• Active listening skills needed
• Be a loving advocate against injustice by seeking accountability
with compassion
• Dial the emotions back; more listening than talking
• Assess your own fear of speaking out

Practice Calling In
Create “Calling In” ground
rules at meetings or “don’t
yuck my yum”
Have fun by becoming a
better, more politically
empathetic and effective
person
Share with others
Start with trusted friends
Practice, Practice, Practice

What is now known is not all what
you are capable of knowing…You
are your own stories and therefore
free to imagine and experience
what it means to be human without
wealth.
What it feels like to be human
without domination over others,
without reckless arrogance,
without fear of others unlike you,
without rotating, rehearsing and
reinventing the hatreds you
learned in the sandbox.

Toni Morrison
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